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Dataset Formatting 

 

DVID corresponds to Y, isn't it?  

The example data set header in the warfarin data set 
is DVID. This column is tagged as "observation id" in 
the current Monolix version. In very old versions 
(2016 and before), it was called YTYPE. 
https://dataset.lixoft.com/description/description-of-
column-types-used-to-define-responses/ 

Is there a maximum row number of the input data? No limit on the number of rows and columns. 

To censor <LLOQ values in PK model, do you set the 
observation to 0, LLOQ, LLOQ/2, or another value? 

Put the LOQ value in the observation column and a 1 
is the CENS column. Monolix will use in the likelihood 
the probability p(observation<LOQ). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pEQYCva3CWc 

How to handle value above the ULOQ? CENS = 1, 
and LIMIT put to a positive value indicating the 
ULOQ? 

For data above the ULOQ, use CENS = -1 and the 
ULOQ in the observation column. 

Data files: Is it possible to have different columns for 
different kinds of observations, instead of adding one 
column with 'observation ID' ? 

No, all observations need to be in one column. 

Can we include both IV and oral doses for the same 
subject?  

Yes, the type of dose would be distinguished using 
the ADMINISTRATION ID column. Models for both 
IV+oral are available in the library and can be taken 
as a starting point for your custom models. For more 
details check this video. 
 

When creating your CSV file, are you able to enter 
multiple doses?  For example, subject 1 received 500 
mg on day 1 and then 1000 mg day 2, 500 mg day 3. 

Yes, of course. Each dose will be on a separate line. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z_pHfV6c9Ro 

Could you give an example of a dataset for a steady-
state condition and samples collected in Ctrough 
every week and an intensive pk after multiple weeks 
of treatment? 

You can check on example on this page: 
https://pkanalix.lixoft.com/data-format/ 

Is it possible to assign units to the input data, and so 
have units on the estimated parameters? 

Only in Pkanalix. In Monolix, for custom models, it 
would not be feasible to know the units of the output 
parameters. You need to determine the units yourself, 
e.g. if a dose is in mg and concentration in mg/L, then 
volume is in L. 

When the concentration is in ng/mL, do we have to 

convert the dose to ng? 

In Monolix, it is your responsibility to ensure 

consistency between the units. if your concentration is 

in ng/mL and your amount in ng, then the volume units 

will be in mL. If you want different volume units, you 

can add a scaling factor, see: 

https://youtu.be/qzbae1S7cik 

I have three variables: Subjects Time and Response. 
How to import the data with the correct variable 
name? 

Tag "subject" as ID, "time as TIME and "response" as 
OBSERVATION column types. 

https://dataset.lixoft.com/description/description-of-column-types-used-to-define-responses/
https://dataset.lixoft.com/description/description-of-column-types-used-to-define-responses/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pEQYCva3CWc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=772ob94sxD0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z_pHfV6c9Ro
https://pkanalix.lixoft.com/data-format/
https://youtu.be/qzbae1S7cik
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In my model, the lymphocyte count is 0 if the patient 
is completely immunosuppressed and follows an ODE 
if not. How do I code it in Monolix? 

I guess that the count is not exactly zero but below a 
limit of quantification. The best would be to handle it 
as below the limit of quantification data (in the same 
way as for a concentration). 

Yesterday it was mentioned that the units could be 
displayed and converted in PKanalix but not Monolix. 
I tried to run a data set in PKanalix but it wasn't 
obvious to me where the units section was. Could you 
please advise and if available is there a training 
resource on this? 

Watch this FOW video. 

What is the difference between a regressor and a 
continuous covariate? 

Regressors can change in time, while covariates in 
Monolix have to be constant. Look here for more 
information. 

Can we input an infusion duration, instead of rate? It depends on your dataset. If you have a column 
tagged as INFUSION RATE, then the iv macro will 
use rate. If you use INFUSION DURATION in your 
dataset, then the IV macro will use the duration. 

Can we fit non-longitudinal data in Monolix? Yes, but you need to define a time column (can be 
time=0 for all records). 

I am working on sparse data on patients that have 
reached steady state concentrations and I have some 
trough concentration and some random 
concentration. 

The population approach, as done in Monolix, is great 
for sparse data. 

MDV is the event id column? Not quite, MDV is used to ignore observation lines. You 

can read more details here: 

https://dataset.lixoft.com/description/description-of-

column-types-used-to-define-controls-and-events/ 

I can work with only one peak or trough record per 

patient? 

Yes, you can work with sparse data. If your data is PK, 

choose a simple model from the PK library. 

Can the population approach be applied only to 

humans or also to animals? 

It can be applied to animal models too. 

Can we set EVID=3 / 4 ? Yes. See: 

https://dataset.lixoft.com/description/description-of-

column-types-used-to-define-controls-and-events/ 

 

Data visualization 

Often the Tlag estimated doesn’t match the one 
shown in the plots. Is it a monolix sampling issue?  

Probably it is due to the time grid used to plot the 
individual fits. You can increase it in the plots settings 
(wrench icon next to plots button, change the "grid") 

Can I add fake observation data to be shown in the 
plot, but not used for the estimation? e.g. a cc=0 far 
from the end of the administration, to see the drop of 
an exponential after an IV infusion? 

No. Possibly a dose with amount=0 could work. 

During the data visualization using Datxplore, the 

covariate (gender) was not recognized and the number 

of covariate reduced to 4? 

If you have properly tagged Gender as categorical 

covariate, it will appear. Note that if you have many 

covariates, by default we display only 6 and you can 

change this in the section "Display". 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mzYOgF9LHc
https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-models/regressor/
https://dataset.lixoft.com/description/description-of-column-types-used-to-define-controls-and-events/
https://dataset.lixoft.com/description/description-of-column-types-used-to-define-controls-and-events/
https://dataset.lixoft.com/description/description-of-column-types-used-to-define-controls-and-events/
https://dataset.lixoft.com/description/description-of-column-types-used-to-define-controls-and-events/
https://dataset.lixoft.com/description/description-of-column-types-used-to-define-controls-and-events/
https://dataset.lixoft.com/description/description-of-column-types-used-to-define-controls-and-events/
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Structural model 

 

How do you know when to use a one or two 
compartment model? 

1. Explore your data with a log scale on the y axis, the 
number of visible slopes in the elimination phase 
gives you a hint on the number of compartments. 
2. If you are not sure to see two slopes, start with the 
simplest model (1 compartment) and use diagnostic 
plots (eg obs vs pred) to detect any misspecification.  

Is there a preference to work with Cl and V 
parameters instead of k? 

Community habits, because of easier interpretation of 
Cl. Mathematically, k is more convenient. 

Can I set different parameter priors for different sub-
groups of subjects? 

You would need to first add the subgroups as a 
covariate and then you can set priors in the initial 
estimates tab. https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-
models/bayesianestimation/ 

Does Monolix compute parameters such as AUC and 
t1/2? 

Not by default. Check the PKanalix documentation if 
you are interested in non-compartmental analysis: 
https://pkanalix.lixoft.com/. You can also edit the 
structural model files to add the calculation of the 
AUC and t12 and output these variables using the 
table= statement.  

Does monolix allow non parametric modelling and 
parametric modelling at the same time to be able to 
compare them? Especially when I know that my data 
has a bimodal or trimodal distribution indicating some 
sub groups. 

Non-parametric modeling is not possible, but by 
adding a latent covariate, Monolix can identify 
subgroups and end up with a bimodal or trimodal 
distribution: https://youtu.be/4zZHSriEvv4 

How to model F and F1 in monolix? If your goal is to model multiple routes of 
administration, have a look at this page.  

How to model simultaneous absorptions: just update 
the model text file or any other options? 

In the Monolix libraries, there is a PK Double 
absorption library. You can directly use one of these 
models without editing the model file. 

I’m a complete beginner and I’m sometimes struggling 
with the abbreviations (ka, eta, mtt, ktr, k12 etc.) . Is 
there an overview available? 

Yes, here.  

Is a simple Emax model available for Dose-Duration-
Response modeling? 

You can watch the following video for dose-response 
modeling. 

Can you please share the Mlxtran webpage that has 
the cheat sheet to write custom models? 

https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/ 

Can you use macros if you also want to model PD or 
is it only used for PK modeling? 

The macros allow mainly to define PK models, but for 
a PKPD model, you can write the PK part with macros 
and the PD part with ODEs or as a mathematical 
expression. The effect macro can be used to add an 
effect compartment, used in some PD models. 

Does longitudinal mean measured data or does it 
have different meaning? 

Longitudinal data means several observations per 
individual, usually over time. 

Are the parameters case sensitive, such as Ka vs ka? Yes, all variables and recognized keywords are case-
sensitive. 

Is the sequence of the function parameters important, 
e.g. is pkmodel(Tlag, ka, ...) equivalent to 
pkmodel(ka, Tlag)? 

These two models are equivalent. The order does not 
matter, only the keywords names. 

https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-models/bayesianestimation/
https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-models/bayesianestimation/
https://pkanalix.lixoft.com/
https://monolix.lixoft.com/faq/how-to-compute-auc-using-in-monolix-and-mlxtran/
https://youtu.be/4zZHSriEvv4
https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-models/pkmodel2/
https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/model-libraries/double-absorption-library/
https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/model-libraries/double-absorption-library/
https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/language-reference/what-are-the-keywords/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHnHWRstkKk
https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/
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How to add bioavailability (F) to a PK model? Use a keyword p = F in the administration macro, eg. 
pkmodel(ka, V, Cl, p = F), or absorption(cmt=1, ka, 
p=F). A logitnormal distribution can be used for the F 
parameter to make sure it remains between 0 and 1. 
It is explained in the lecture of day 3 and the first 
model of this page is an example of how to use it. 

Any recommended text that could help on how to 
generate differential equations from the rate 
constants? 

Typically we use mass action law. The book "Non-
linear mixed effects models"  by Marc Lavielle has a 
nice introduction in its Appendix for instance. On the 
PK library documentation, we wrote the detailed 
ODEs based on the rate constants used in our 
standard PK models. 

[Day 3 lecture slide 20] Is cmt = 0 for iv? I thought for 
IV the dose goes straight to the blood and that is cmt 
=1? 

To model an oral absorption, you can define a depot 
compartment (which in this example is cmt=0), put a 
dose there, and then transfer it, with the transfer() 
macro, to the central compartment. But it is easier to 
use oral() or absorption() macro (both are equivalent) 
and place a dose directly to the central compartment. 

Sorry, why do you divide your rate constants by the 
volume and not just the final quantity? 

Cl is the clearance in L/h. We calculate the rate 
k=Cl/V (k is in 1/h) directly in the equation. 

At times, when text starts with mass action, it ends up 
introducing Laplace equation to arrive at the final 
equation 

Not always. a good starting point is: 1. Mould, D. R. & 
Upton, R. N. Basic Concepts in Population Modeling, 
Simulation, and Model-Based Drug Development. 
CPT Pharmacometrics Syst. Pharmacol. 1, e6 (2012). 

What do the compiler error messages look like? Do 
they provide error messages like a typical 
programming language? 

We have tried to make them pretty clear. You can 
watch examples here. 

How to get post hoc exposures after a model is 
finalized? 

The post hoc model predictions are availables in the 
file predictions.txt in the result folder. If you need AUC 
in addition, define it in your model and export it in the 
"table" statement. 

Can we use IF and FOR function in the mlxtran 
language? 

if/else yes (see here) but "for loops" no 

In the absorption macro, is F automatically restricted 
between 0 and 1? 

yes, if you use a model from the Monolix library. In 
this case, the distribution (in the Individual model) is 
automatically set to logitnormal distribution with limits 
0-1. But if you use a custom model  then you need to 
set this information manually. 

How do you account for first and zero order 
absorption if the fraction of dose splits between the 
two, but the oral bioavailability is less than one to start 
with? 

You can use p=F*F1 in the first macro and p=F*(1-F1) 
in the second macro, with F the oral bioavailability 
and F1 is fraction going via the first order. 

Is it possible to see the final set of ODEs that are 
constructed with a valid combination of macros, or 
some other way to verify that the macros are coded 
correctly in the sense that they are doing what I think 
they are doing? 

No, there is no "preview" of the equations behind the 
macros, but they contain classical ODEs described 
here: https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/model-libraries/library-
of-pk-models/ 

Are there any resources on how to code for a parent-
metabolite model? 

We have an example here: 
https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/examples/parent-metabolite-
model/. In the 2021 version we will have a parent-
metabolite library. 

Will depot macro also work for infusion 
administrations, if you add a rate or dur in the 

Yes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgV8WGWn288
https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-models/pkmodel2/
https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/model-libraries/library-of-pk-models/
https://youtu.be/HgJ1jBECXPE
https://youtu.be/FTo159eHgBI
https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/language-reference/if-else/
https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/model-libraries/library-of-pk-models/
https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/model-libraries/library-of-pk-models/
https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/examples/parent-metabolite-model/
https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/examples/parent-metabolite-model/
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dataset? 

In custom we can rescale either dose or observation 
units. But, how to rescale the units when the model is 
chosen from monolix library? 

You can edit .txt files from the Monolix library. Open a 
model in the Mlxeditor, save under a different name 
and add modifications. 

Can I model my parent compound and primary 
metabolite simultaneously? 

Yes ! You can write a joint model for both. 

When rescaling, you did Ccrescaled=100*Cc. Why do 
you need to define p if you don't use it in the output? 

You can either scale the dose using the p= argument, 
or scale the concentration using Ccrescaled=100*Cc. 
Only one of the two is needed. 

Can the same empty statement be used to set several 
compartments to zero? Let’s say you have both, a 
parent and a metabolite, in the urine." 

It is possible to define several empty macros with the 
same adm identifiers to set several targets to 0 at the 
same times, and the same for reset macros. Look 
here for more information: 
https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/pk/empty-reset-macro/ 

How can you write your model if for example volume 
is known to be a function of weight, eg. V=0.7 L/kg? 

If the weight is constant over time for each individual, 
tag the weight as a continuous covariate and add it as 
a covariate on the volume. If needed, you can fix the 
V_pop value.  Alternatively you can also tag the 
weight as a regressor and handle it as defined here: 
https://youtu.be/ZkUw3mwFi_g  If your data has dose 
in mg/kg and conc in mg/L then volume is already in 
L/kg. 

Can you also use DVID to specify concentration from 
different matrices of drugs and metabolite? 

Yes, a column tagged as OBSERVATION ID can be 
used to distinguish different concentrations, such as 
concentration of parent and metabolite. 

I am working on sparse data on patients that have 
reached steady state concentrations and I have some 
trough concentration and some random 
concentration. I entered my data as dosing times of 
10 days ago and my measurements at day 10 and 
then modeled my data. Another approach was to 
define a C0 for each patient and define a function as 
f=C0*exp(-k*t) + Cc. which one is better? What are 
the differences? 

Both work but the first option is more flexible if you 
need to change the model. 

Do you have in the Monolix Library a PK model with 
an autoinduction after repeated oral administration ? 

No, but you can modify the model from the library with 
additional terms. 

Is it possible to model only PD versus time in 
Monolix? 

Yes you can use a model from the PD library, and tag 
the PK concentration in the dataset as a regressor. It 
will be read from the dataset in the model. You can 
also have a PD model over time without concentration 
effect. 

Can you refer me to a material on using monolix in 
modeling 2 drugs interaction effects? 

Yes, have a look at this video.  

How to model PK and multiple PD markers 
simultaneously, should I use DVID=2,3,4..? 

Yes, you should use a different identifier for each 
observation type, and then check the mapping 
between data and model outputs in the structural 
model tab. 

[PD model in lecture day 3] What does this max 
function do again? 

In max(0,Cc)^gamma, max(0,Cc) is equal to Cc if Cc 
is positive and to zero otherwise. This ensures that 
we will never try to take the power of a negative 
number (which is mathematically not defined). 

If that is a Clockwise hysteresis, what information can Hysteresis indicates a delay between the PK and the 

https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/pk/empty-reset-macro/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Chei_lZiAhc
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be gained from it? PD. Which is first (PK or PD) depends on the rotation 

direction of the hysteresis and the type of effect 

(activation or inhibition). You can look for more 

information about the hysteresis here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBrU_G79tco 

How do you know when to use one or two 

compartments? Is it from the number of slopes i.e when 

there is one slope evident, use one compartment? 

Yes 

Are the units for PK concentration, PD, dose, etc, 

defined in the dataset, or entered when building the 

model? 

The units are not handled by Monolix, you have to 

remember the units in your data and deduce the units 

of the results (for example if dose is in mg and 

concentration in mg/L, parameter V is in L). 

How to decide if tlag is a more appropriate parameter 

or transition compartment is more appropriate? As 

there will be a different number of structural parameters 

in both of them, what will be a better option to compare 

AIC, BIC or -2LL? 

We usually compare BICc, but AIC could work as well. 

Do not use -2LL as it does not penalize the number of 

parameters. 

Can we compare two structural models with different 

error model using BICc 

Yes 

How does the lag parameter (Tlag) work? Is it 

implemented through a delay differential equation or 

does it simply right-shift the ODE solution? 

It shifts the time at which the dosing is applied to the 

ODE system, not the entire ODE solution. For models 

with analytical solution, the equations can be found on 

this page: https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/model-

libraries/library-of-pk-models/ 

For the absorption model with a transit compartment, is 

the number of transit compartments the same or 

different among individuals? 

It can be different if you have variability on both Ktt and 

Mtt. https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/examples/transit-

compartments-weibull-absorption/ 

When using transit compartments instead of Tlag, how 

to decide the number of transit compartments? 

The implementation in Monolix uses a parameterization 

with Ktr and Mtt, the number of transit compartments is 

not estimated but derived from these parameters. 

https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/examples/transit-

compartments-weibull-absorption/ 

Can Monolix be used to develop disease progression 

models? 

Of course. For example Monolix has a library of models 

for tumor growth. 

 

Statistical model 

 

 

Will we always choose to calculate random effects on 
all pk parameters? 

As a first guess, rather yes. During the second 
lecture, we show how to identify parameters for which 
data is not rich enough to estimate random effects. 

How do I know if it’s legit (or at least reasonable) to 

remove random effects from a parameter? 

You can look if omega parameters are very small, and 

check it by disabling simulated annealing (SAEM 

settings). You can also try to remove them and check if 

the likelihood remains the same. Look at the solutions 

to the first hands-on session. 

If I want to use an exponential error model, should i 
do the transformation of my observations (log10) and 
use (Constant error + Log normal for Cc's distribution) 
? or it's (the log transformation) done automatically by 

The log transformation is done by monolix on the data 
and model output. Choose constant error model and 
lognormal distribution. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBrU_G79tco
https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/model-libraries/library-of-pk-models/
https://mlxtran.lixoft.com/model-libraries/library-of-pk-models/
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monolix ? 

What would happen if we click the Apply button in the 
proposal tab? 

The proposed model (error model, covariate model 
and correlation model) will be applied. As a result, the 
observation and individual model in the "statistical 
model and task" will be automatically modified. 

In NONMEM this is how multiple categorical 
covariates are handled (…). How do we handle it in 
MONOLIX? 

In Monolix, tag the RACE as a categorical covariate. 
In the GUI, in the "Stat model and task" tab, you can 
click Add covariate:Discrete. There you can define the 
reference category and group several categories 
together if needed. Then this newly created 
categorical covariate is added on a parameter (e.g 
Cl), we estimate Cl_pop (corresponding to the 
reference category) and one "beta" parameter per 
additional category. Check the slide 20 of the lecture 
day 2 slide deck or this video. 

Is it a problem if the test of normality fails during the 
evaluation of correlations? 

It may indicate that the chosen parameter distribution 
is not appropriate. 

How to decide if random effects should be considered 
for any structural model parameter or to keep them 
fixed?  

We are working on suggestions about keeping or not 
the random effects but it is much more challenging 
than for correlations or covariates. Currently, you can 
rely on the RSE, the estimated value and disable the 
simulated annealing option to see if the omega fall to 
zero. 

Could you please define what is an 'occasion' in this 
software? (cf EVENTID=3 vs 4) 

Occasions will be explained during the lecture on the 
last day. If you want to know more, look at the online 
documentation for occasions. 

How to change error model structure for the between 
subject variability? 

The term "error model" refers to the difference 
between observation and model prediction. The 
subject-to-subject variability (distribution) can be 
chosen in the Stats model and task tab, in the section 
"Individual model". There is a drop-down menu for 
each parameter, you can choose among normal, 
lognormal and logit distributions. 

I have a question about handling of correlation 
between 2 sigma errors, which is often observed 
when we build joint models. For example: parent-
metabolite models, in this case the parent product 
and its metabolite are dosed in the same sample. 
Therefore, the errors in the sampling time will 
necessarily be correlated. Is that possible in monolix ?  
I think that we can estimate a parameter for 
"Autocorrelated residuals" but this is still for 
correlation at the individual level between residual 
errors (for each time point) 

This is not possible in Monolix. (The autocorrelation 
option is only for correlation over time, not between 
different observation types). 

Can we add inter-individual and inter-occasion 
variability for a logitnormal distribution parameter (e.g. 
F), as we do for log-normal distribution parameters? 

Yes, there is no difference. 

Regarding VPC, I read in the website saying that: "a 
small number of bins leads to a poor approximation 
but a good estimation of the data’s distribution, while 
a large number of bins leads to a good approximation 
but poor estimation." Why would it be like that? Isn’t 
binning just a matter of visualization? Or does it affect 
the simulation results? 

Binning does not affect the simulation results, but how 
they are grouped. So depending on the number of 
intervals, you will have different representations of 
observed data and simulated data. 

Why not as initial value R_0 = 100 instead of R0 and Both options are possible. Fixing R0 through the GUI 

https://lixoft.com/filesToWebsite/demo_trainings/2021_03_22_Spring_school/2_Covariates/2_Lecture.zip
https://lixoft.com/filesToWebsite/demo_trainings/2021_03_22_Spring_school/2_Covariates/2_Lecture.zip
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZjS84lrHzr4
https://youtu.be/2XRKTIAm1Pw
https://youtu.be/2XRKTIAm1Pw
https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-models/iov-2/
https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-models/iov-2/
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fixing R0=100 in the GUI? gives more flexibility if we want to change it afterwards. 

Why is Imax not constrained to [0, 1] with max or min 

function? 

If you use min/max functions in the structural model, it 

will not constrain the values sampled by Monolix in the 

statistical model part, and the population parameters 

would not be properly estimated. 

What is a logitnormal distribution? A logit distribution is bounded between 0 and 1, while a 

lognormal distribution is between 0 and infinity. 

Can you show the equation for the logit distribution of 

residual error model? 

You can display the equations by clicking on the "f(x)" 

button on the right. All equations are also described 

here: https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-

models/errormodel/ 

When we change the distribution in the observation 

model of the GUI from normal to lognormal, is it 

equivalent to log-transform the DV in the dataset ? 

Yes. Note that both the data set Observations (DV 

column) and the model output (Cc here) are log-

transformed. 

Is the logit residual error model similar to additive or a 

combined error model? 

No, the error (constant/proportional/combined) is 

different from the distribution used. You can look at all 

equations here: https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-

models/errormodel/ 

When we add a covariate we should use last estimates 

values as initial estimates? 

Yes, if you think that your current estimates are closer 

to the solution than the previous initial values, this will 

speed up the convergence. 

How to deal with time-varying covariates? You need to tag them as regressors as explained on 

this page https://monolix.lixoft.com/faq/complex-

parameter-covariate-relationships-time-dependent-

covariates/ 

Can categorical covariates be evaluated as text instead 

of numbers? As in the example of the supplied dataset, 

"not hispanic or latino" or "F, M" instead of "0" or "1". 

How does the software handle this text information if I 

add it to the model? 

Yes, categorical covariates can be strings. Formulas 

used in the parameter model will be for example: 

beta_param_SEX*[SEX==F], where [SEX==F] is 0 or 1 

Should the simulated annealing option be enabled or 

disabled to identify the non-informative random effects 

close to zero? 

Disabled. The simulated annealing prevents the omega 

from converging to zero. For more information check 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2XRKTIAm1Pw 

Error model a and b are they in % ? "b" can be seen as a percentage (b=0.3 means 30%), 

"a" is in the same units as the observations 

Does the model estimate ETA by itself? Yes, all omega parameters (standard deviations of 

random effects etas) are estimated together with the 

other population parameters by SAEM. 

When I remove random effects on Q and V2 in the two 

compartment model with lag time, I get very large RSE 

for ka_pop and V2_pop, omega_CL and omega_V1 

This may indicate convergence difficulty in your case, 

you could try to change the initial values 

Slide 12, on shrinkage: the left hand side is eta-

shrinkage using a dash symbol, not a minus sign, 

correct? 

eta-shrinkage means "shrinkage of the etas" (not "eta 

minus shrinkage"). 

Is there a cut-off value for shrinkage? When do we say 

that shrinkage is significant? 

There is no clear cut-off value. Shrinkage is not really 

an issue in Monolix. 

Is there a reason why in Monolix the shrinkage is 

calculated using the ratio of the variance instead of the 

standard deviations? It scares the NONMEM users to 

see that shrinkage is usually always higher than 20% in 

Monolix 

In statistics in general, it is better to work with ratios of 

variance rather than sd. 

https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-models/errormodel/
https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-models/errormodel/
https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-models/errormodel/
https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-models/errormodel/
https://monolix.lixoft.com/faq/complex-parameter-covariate-relationships-time-dependent-covariates/
https://monolix.lixoft.com/faq/complex-parameter-covariate-relationships-time-dependent-covariates/
https://monolix.lixoft.com/faq/complex-parameter-covariate-relationships-time-dependent-covariates/
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Is ETA different for each subject or is it the same? Eta is a random variable, each subject has a different 

sample from this variable. 

Can we statistically measure the distance between 

theoretical and empirical distribution? 

In the tab results, Monolix provides statistical tests to 

check the non-normality of random effects 

Significant covariates were identified using multiple 

post hoc comparisons, does the flagging (color coded 

font of number) take this into consideration? 

In the "Test" tab, each parameter-covariate pair is 

considered independently and there is no multiple-

comparison correction. 

In the "Test" tab, Coeff is missing for some parameters. 

Why? 

Coeff is only available for continuous covariates, not for 

categorical covariates (in this case the test is ANOVA 

not correlation test) 

Is there a way to get the epsilon shrinkage in Monolix ? No, epsilon shrinkage is not available. 

Sex corrrelates with Volume; how do we differentiate 

which of the gender has more effect? 

The easiest is to check the diagnostic plots. 

What is the difference between the combined 1 and 

combined 2 errors ? 

you can see the difference in the formula by clicking on 

the formula button on the right. Combined1 is (a + 

b*Cc)*e whereas combined2 is sqrt(a^2 + (b*Cc)^2) * e 

Does the conditional distribution also circumvent the 

epsilon shrinkage as for eta shrinkage ? 

Yes it also circumvents epsilon shrinkage 

For the "TESTS" section, when we have an IOV (inetr-

occasion variability) component, how are the 

Pearson's/ANOVA tests done ? For covariates varying 

from one occasion to the other, is there an separation 

of the individual ETAs 

Yes, the IIV and IOV components of the eta are 

considered separately. 

Seems BIC is frequently used for model comparison. 

For nested models, can OFV be used for comparison? 

Is the OFV obtained by SAEM in monolix? 

The -2LL (OFV) is obtained during the "likelihood" task. 

Nested models can be compared using likelihood ratio 

tests which compares the -2LL difference. The 

difference threshold depends on the number of 

parameters (chi2 distribution). 

In the proposal tab, what is exactly the criteria if it's not 

AIC, BIC or -2LL? I didn't understand the difference. 

It is similar to a BIC but calculated for the linear 

regression (not for the full population model). 

Is there any way to evaluate the covariance ? The matrix of variance-covariance is given in the 

results folder. The matrix of correlations of estimates is 

shown in the interface. 

What would be the theoretical reason or preference for 

using combined2 instead of combined1? 

It corresponds to different shapes of the error, you can 

see the difference in the expected prediction interval 

here: https://monolix.lixoft.com/graphics/obs-vs-pred/ 

Can we apply the previously mentioned procedures to 

preselect the time dependent covariates (coded as 

REGRESSOR) in the dataset? 

Columns tagged as regressors do not appear in the 

"Test", "proposal" and "automatic covariate search". 

Can proposal options for models with different error 

models suggest different covariates? For instance, 

proposal option for a model with constant error suggest 

(a) as covariate and model with proportional error 

proposal suggest (a) and (b ) both. 

Yes, there is no easy answer, the best would be to try 

all different options and compare the BICcs 

What you describe about redundant covariates: can't 

you do the same by using principal component analysis 

where redundant covariates will appear as two arrows 

close to each other ? 

It is a different approach which could work also 

Should we use the last estimates every time when we 

make changes to a model? Since initially when we 

were changing different models and using the autoint 

We typically use last estimates when changing the 

statistical model because we know they are not too far 

from the next maximum likelihood. But this strategy can 
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option we did not do that and used different initial 

estimates? 

also work when changing the structural model instead 

of auto-init if the change to the structural model is not 

too big. 

What do you do when comparing 2 models and -2LL 

says something different from what BIC says? As in -

2LL is increased but BIC is decreased? 

BIC is more appropriate as it penalizes the number of 

parameters 

When do we prefer adding covariate as Log? It corresponds to a more typical relationship for 

continuous covariate, and you can check in the plots if 

the shape of the parameter-covariate relationship 

seems more linear or log 

What is the rationale to choose the reference for the 

binary variable? Choose the one with higher 

abandance as reference? 

It is really up to you. 

Imagine that I know there is a covariate that affects de 

Clearance ( ex: Polymorfism) but i don't have any data 

from patients, because it costs too much to make 

polymorphism to everyone. Which is the best solution, 

a latent covariate? 

Latent covariate or you could have a special category 

for individuals for which the information is missing. 

Is there a way to normalize the results for wt so the 

output is on a per kg basis? 

It could be done by reading the wt as a regressor in the 

model and scale the output (or parameters) of the 

model. 

When using a SCM approach for covariate selection, 

which test (the correlation or wald test) is more relevant 

to choose if results are in contradiction? Thanks for the 

answer 

SCM does not use these tests. COSSAC uses 

correlations to select covariate effects to try. Both 

procedures use the LRT to accept or reject a candidate 

model. 

For covariate search, should we rely more on BIC or -

2LL criteria? 

Both are possible, either the BICc or a likelihood ratio 

test (which uses the -2LL values). 

Can we compare two structural models with different 

random effect parameters using BIC? 

Yes 

For radiopharmaceutical, dose is injected according to 

the weight of a patient, can we include weight as COV 

without bias? Thanks 

If you have absolute amounts in the data set (so dose 

per wt times the wt), then yes you can include weight 

as cov. 

Is it possible to weight certain data points? Prioritising 

fitting a sharp peak in the data over the rest of the 

curve for example? 

Not directly, but having duplicates of some data points 

in the dataset should work. 

Do we add all statistically found significant covariates 

on the model, and then check one by one whether to 

keep or not in the backward step? 

Yes, this is a good strategy to build the statistical 

model. You can do this, manually, or use the model 

building tool to let the COSSAC algorithm do it for you. 

Are betas in monolix equivalent to thetas in NONMEM? In NONMEM thethas usually correspond to typical 

population parameters (for example V_pop in Monolix) 

or covariate coefficients (beta in Monolix) 

Any decrease on BIC/-2LL values is enough to keep 

the covariate? 

Yes for BICc, for -2LL a likelihood ratio test should be 

done. 

Is the sample from conditional distribution of each 

individual used to assess for cov-parameter 

correlation? or the conditional mode is used? 

The tests are based on several samples of the 

conditional distribution (not the mode, which may be 

biased). 

Can we limit the parameter estimate as in NONEM, like 

(0,5,10) ? 

You can limit to an interval of values by describing a 

parameter with a logitnormal disitribution 

Can you share information about the "Latent" covariate 

option? 

Check our documentation: 

https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-

models/mixturedistributions/ 

https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-models/mixturedistributions/
https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-models/mixturedistributions/
https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-models/mixturedistributions/
https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-models/mixturedistributions/
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Given the Bayesian framework, how is the significance 

level calculated in statistical tests? Is the interpretation 

of the hypothesis tests done with a rationale of 

"frequentist statistics"? How does one know if a p-value 

is small or large enough to proceed with the 

interpretations if it is not tagged? 

There is no clear answer, the color code is based on 

somewhat arbitrary thresholds but the significance level 

also depend on the confidence you wish to achieve on 

the parameters 

 

 

Estimation 

 

For SE and RSE, if some entries cannot be computed 
and are missing, what does this mean for the model 
and the estimates? 

It usually means that the uncertainty on those 
estimates is very large so these parameters are not 
identifiable. Your model may be overparameterized. 

Is there a way to estimate whether the amount of data 
for a given study is (or would be) sufficient to estimate 
parameters at reasonable levels in a model with a 
certain number of parameters? How does one 
determine what would be a sufficient minimum 
amount of data for a given model? 

There is no easy answer to this question. You can try 
a first model and check if the RSE indicates a good 
estimation of the parameters or not. 

If there is a warning about the Fisher approximation, 
what can be adjusted to get it right? 

You can switch the option "use linearization method" 
on/off to try with a different method. If not sufficient, 
your model is probably overparameterized. 

Once good starting values for the SAEM algorithm 
have been selected, should simulated annealing be 
disabled? Or is it preferable to keep it on even if some 
omegas will be kept artificially high with a bad 
precision estimate? 

Keep simulated annealing on, unless to investigate if 
you can remove the random effects for some 
parameters. 

When is a linearization method suitable for "Standard 
Error estimation"? 

Both methods are complementary. Linearization is 
faster to run. 

You mentioned for the final run it is better to unselect 
the linearization method (uncheck it), because we 
want stochastic method to be applied, but for previous 
runs we can select linearization. Could you explain 
what is the logic behind it? 

Linearization is a bit less precise. 

What could be the reason for negative -2LL values 
and what is the significance of the same. 

-2LL can be positive or negative, it has no special 
meaning. 

Does monolix include optimal sampling or sparse 
sampling strategy? 

No, not yet. 

Does Monolix support using informative priors (like 
$PRIOR in NONMEM)? 

Yes, in the tab Initial estimates > initial estimates. 
Click on the gears symbol next to the parameter 
values and select "maximum a posteriori estimation". 
This will let the prior definition appear. 

What does the smoothing phase refer to? Check this video for more details: 
https://youtu.be/3DfgPWWuvk4 

There are several algorithms (M1-M7) to model BLQ 
data. How do we select which method to use in 
Monolix or Monolix always use the M3 method? 

Monolix always uses M3-M4, which are those making 
the most sense from a statistical point of view. 

Is it normal to get different results when the same Yes, if you use different OS systems. It is related to 

https://youtu.be/3DfgPWWuvk4
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model (same initial estimates values, structural 
model, covariates) is running on different computers? 

how number approximations are treated. On the same 
operating system, you should get the same results. 

I obtained a huge typical value of Q, I think that is not 
biologically plausible- Someone has the same 
problem? 

You have probably started from a poor initial value for 
Q. You can usually start from Q=Cl, that's a good 
initial guess. 

The auto initial estimates also estimates the residual 
error parameters? How can I choose the initial 
estimates for residual error? 

The autoinit works only on the fixed effects (not the 
standard deviation and not the error parameters). You 
can set the initial values for the error model yourself in 
the tab "Initial estimates / initial estimates". 

I am getting different covariates for the hands-on 
exercise. Is that possible? 

If you have started from different initial values, yes, 
your results can be slightly different. 

For fitting two different observations to a model, if the 
no of data points per observation are different how 
does Monolix deal with unequal data points when 
finding the maximum likelihood? Does observation 
with higher data points contribute more in the 
objective function or likelihood? How to know which 
observation is contributing more in the -2LL? 

According to the likelihood formula, we have one term 
per data point and they get all added up. Each term 
has a (y-f)/errormodel (with y data, f model 
prediction). So if you have a lot of PK data and few 
PD data, the PK will contribute more. But it also 
depends on the error model parameters estimated. 

Do intermediate and sequential approaches give you 
the same outcome?  What would be the benefit of 
using the sequential approach? Why would the 
"intermediate" approach deliver results different from 
those of the "sequential" approach ? I would expect 
Monolix to find the same individual parameters with 
both approaches ? 

In the sequential approach, the individual parameters 
are fixed (read from the dataset), while in the 
intermediate approach they are simulated using the 
population parameters (fixed in the interface) and 
covariates from the dataset. Sometimes the PD data 
informs about the PK (as the PK has an impact on the 
PD), but this is relatively rare. It can happen when PK 
is sparse and PD dense for instance. 

Do we have the auto-initial estimate for PD 

parameters? 

Not yet. Auto-init will be available for all models in the 

2021 version 

Will you talk about model qualification/validation? e.g. 

use a fitted model to see how well new patient data is 

predicted in monolix? 

No, this topic is not covered in this course. You can 

check this video: https://youtu.be/wWj6C5FEBRo 

By default, the individual parameters from SAEM are 

conditional mean. Is that right? 

The individual parameters indicated as coming from 

SAEM are an approximation of the conditional mean 

(not the mode) calculated using the last samples of the 

SAEM algorithm. 

SAEM is to derive condition mean, which I think is 

better than condition mode from FOCE etc using MAP. 

So my understanding of the individual parameter as an 

output from SAEM should be the conditional mean? 

A SAEM gives an approximation of the conditional 

mean, but it is only approximate. To get a precise value 

of the conditional mean, run the "Cond distrib" task, 

and for the conditional mode, run the "EBEs" task. 

Can you do bootstrapping in Monolix? 

Bootstrapping is available in the Rsmlx R-package, 

which offer complementary functions not (yet) available 

in the GUI: http://rsmlx.webpopix.org/ 

Is it possible to use monolix for a case study with a 

single patient? 

You can estimate parameters for a single patient in 

Monolix. You will need to remove all random effects, as 

inter-patient variability cannot be estimated. 

When a project is saved under a new name before 

Run, would the Run be saved under the new name? 

Yes, the results are saved in a result folder with the 

same new name. 

Is the convergence assessment similar to Log 

likelihood profiling? 

Not really, in the convergence assessment only initial 

estimates are changed. In the profile likelihood, 

parameter values are fixed to progressively larger and 

smaller values. 

For convergence assessment, is 5 different runs There is not clear rule, 5 runs seems usually enough 

https://youtu.be/wWj6C5FEBRo
http://rsmlx.webpopix.org/
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always sufficient or sometimes more runs are needed ? 

Is there a rule to choose this number ? 

In the case of multiple minimums in the convergence 

assessment, how do you know which parameter set is 

true? 

The set corresponding to the lowest -2LL provides the 

best solution 

What elements are on the x-axis and on the y-axis in 

the graphs that we observe during converge 

assessment? 

The default plot visible during convergence assessment 

are the SAEM trajectories. On the y-axis the parameter 

estimates and on the x-axis the number of SAEM 

iterations. 

Which estimation method is Monolix using for these 

fitting to select parameter estimates? 

SAEM, see http://monolix.lixoft.com/tasks/population-

parameter-estimation-using-saem/ 

If the model is in local minima, do we have to change 

the model/initial estimates or do we just have to keep in 

mind that the parameter estimates of this model are 

sensitive to the initial estimates. 

It is better to change the initial estimates to find the 

global minimum 

Are less likely randomly sampled estimates from the 

conditional distribution also weighted? 

During the sampling yes, in the sense that such 

samples have a lower acceptance probability. When 

using the samples in the plots and tests, all samples 

are considered in the same way. See more on this task 

in the first video of this page: 

https://monolix.lixoft.com/tasks/conditional-distribution/ 

For fitting two different observations to a model, if the 

no of data points per observation are different how 

does Monolix deal with unequal data points when 

finding the maximum likelihood? Does observation with 

higher data points contribute more in the objective 

function or likelihood? How to know which observation 

is contributing more in the -2LL? 

The contribution to the likelihood will depend on the 

number of points and the error model parameters. 

Is there a way to set a seed for reproducibility? The seed is set by default and can be changed in the 

project settings. 

 

Diagnostic plots 

 

Is it normal that the result plots vanish when I reopen 

the software, even though I have saved it before 

closing it? 

Yes, the plots have to be generated in the interface 

each time you open the project. You just have to run 

the task "Plots". 

How can we export the data or simulation values in a 

plot to an external file? 

Use Monolix menu > Export > Export charts data. The 

charts data are then saved in the result folder of the 

project, in a subfolder named ChartsData/ 

For VPC, what does it mean to bin by least-squares? The least-square option balances the number of bins 

and number of points per bin. Please check this paper: 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10928-011-

9223-3 

Is there any good practice, which options should be 

used in producing the VPC? 

The default options are usually good. In case of large 

heterogeneity in the data (dosing design, covariates...) 

it is useful to choose "corrected predictions". 

How do the VPC work for data below LOQ? We use simulated BLQ values to take them into 

account. More details in the second video of this page: 

https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-

models/censoreddata/ 

http://monolix.lixoft.com/tasks/population-parameter-estimation-using-saem/
http://monolix.lixoft.com/tasks/population-parameter-estimation-using-saem/
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10928-011-9223-3
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10928-011-9223-3
https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-models/censoreddata/
https://monolix.lixoft.com/data-and-models/censoreddata/
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Is it possible to change the resolution of the plots 

before exporting them? 

You can only resize the Monolix window, as it will 

impact the final resolution of the plots, or export the 

plots as SVG which are vectorial images so always with 

good resolution 

Can the output from VPC in Monolix containing 

prediction intervals, etc be exported in table format to 

be plotted in R? 

Yes with menu > Export > Export charts data. All charts 

data are then saved in the results folder of the project. 

When exporting the graph the legends and information 

does not get incorporated? 

If the legend is on the plot you can choose to export it 

on the same image or as a separate image. Information 

can not be exported. 

What is the prediction interval exactly? In the VPC, we simulated 500 data sets and calculated 

the upper, median and lower percentile for each. The 

prediction intervals are intervals containings 90% of the 

upper/median/lower percentiles of the simulated data 

sets. 

How can you change the axes thickness and axes label 

fonts sizes in Monolix graphs? 

Yes, use the preferences tab at the bottom right to 

customize your plots. 

In the MC simulations to generate the VPC, which 

model parameters are sampled? Are there any 

assumptions about the distributions of the sampled 

parameters? 

Individual parameters are sampled from the estimated 

population parameters using the distributions defined in 

the GUI (section "individual model"). 

For a model that was run and saved, will the diagnostic 

plots and parameter estimates remain after closing and 

re-opening? 

Parameter estimates remain. Diagnostic plots need to 

be generated again with the "plots" task. 

Ideally should the individual conditional distribution be 

exactly as a normal distribution? 

The conditional distribution of each individual has no 

predefined shape. The histogram showing the 

distribution of all eta samples (for all individuals 

together) should indeed follow a normal distribution if 

the model is appropriate for the data. 

Do you also use the conditional distribution to check 

the results of observations vs predictions? 

Not by default, but you can choose to use samples 

from the conditional distribution for this plot as well in 

the settings of the plot (display section of the settings 

panel on the right). 

 

Sycomore 

 

Do you have to save the Sycomore file? Yes, if you want to be able to reload it. 

Can we have a comparative overview of our plots If the plots are exported as images, they show up in 
Sycomore for side by side comparison 

Can we export data to plot our data on other graphical 
software like Graphpad for consistency in our 
publication 

Yes, use the menu button Export > Export charts data 

In Sycomore, when comparing different models, there 
are BICs and -2 Loglikelihood, but not the AIC. Is 
there a way to have AIC appear as well? 

No 

Is there a way to obtain a log file which tracks all the 
changes made during a model development.  

The saved .mlxtran file contains all the information to 
reproduce the run. We have no log file. 
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How are good models marked green in the tree? The green marking is the choice of the user (click on 
the 1/2/3 star rating in the table) 

In Sycomore, what model does it compare -2LL and 
BIC with? can we specify the reference model we are 
interested in? 

Yes, in the 'comparison" tab, at the top, you can tick 
which model is the reference one to calculate the 
difference. 

Does the model flow chart at the bottom of Sycomore 
automatically populate? 

No, you need to add the "nodes" by clicking on the "+" 
button in the above table and then drag and drop the 
nodes to link them together. 

How come the BICs and AICs in the Sycomore have 

not been displayed in my software? 

We have selected the BICc as prefered metric for 

simplicity 

Do we always need to export plots (VPC) to be able to 

compare then in sycomore? Yes 

There is an opinion that AIC and BIC for nonlinear 

mixed effect models have to be redefined to compare 

different models. How AIC in Monolix is defined? Could 

AICc (AIC with a correction for small sample sizes) be 

accessed? Should we use BICc for longitudinal data 

fitting comparison? 

AICc is not directly available in Monolix. We 

recommend BICc, which has been developed for non-

linear mixed effect models (not small sample sizes). 

What is considered as a meaningful/significant 

reduction in BICc? No clear answer but at least a few units 

About using BIC, AIC or -2LL, what do you mean by 

saying that -2LL "does not penalize the number of 

parameters."? Could you give more on it? 

The -2LL of a model with more parameters will always 

be better. Formulas are given here: 

https://monolix.lixoft.com/tasks/log-likelihood-estimation 

 

 

Simulx 

 

Is the new version of simulx (2020 with interface) 
compatible with the old versions (mlxR without 
interface)? In other words: can we generate a project 
with the new version that is compatible with the other 
versions? Can we still use simulx-mlxR? 

Projects generated with Simulx-GUI 2020 are not 
compatible with the old mlxR-simulx version. 
However, for retrocompatibility, your existing mlxR 
scripts can still be run via the R-package RsSimulx 
(see https://simulx.lixoft.com/rssimulx/). In addition, it 
is possible to script simulations with Simulx 2020 
using the R package lixoftConnectors 
(https://simulx.lixoft.com/simulx-api/). 

Can we perform simulations based on runs/models 
from Nonmem? 

Yes, but you will need to rewrite your model to 
mlxtran language. This webinar explains in details 
how to do it: https://youtu.be/Jn-F2UEfNJ8 

Can Simulx run the previous version Mlxplore 
2019R1? 

No, previous Mlxplore projects cannot be opened in 
Simulx 2020. Simulx is a new software, which is 
meant to replace Mlxplore (tab "Exploration" in 
Simulx) and mlxR (tab "Simulation") and offer new 
features. 

If you want to resimulate a clinical trial based on a 
monolix project, which individual parameter should be 
used to obtain results more reliable ? 

If you want different individuals, you can use mlx_pop 
as parameters and new individual parameters will be 
sampled. If you want to simulate the same individuals 
as in the Monolix run, you can use the 
mlx_condDistrib as it will properly account for the 
inter-individual variability (while mlx_EBEs and 
mlx_condMean may be shrinked). 

https://monolix.lixoft.com/tasks/log-likelihood-estimation/The
https://monolix.lixoft.com/tasks/log-likelihood-estimation/The
https://monolix.lixoft.com/tasks/log-likelihood-estimation/The
https://simulx.lixoft.com/rssimulx/
https://simulx.lixoft.com/simulx-api/
https://youtu.be/Jn-F2UEfNJ8
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For mlx_CovDist is it possible to sample from a 
distribution, and setting a min and max? 

It is not yet possible to define a mix and max in 
addition to the distribution (it is under consideration 
for future versions). 

In mlx_CovDist was the normality of age and weight 
assumed or is it actually based on the data? 

All continuous covariates are assumed to follow a 
normal distribution, but the validity of this assumption 
is not checked.  

When simulating new individual covariates, do I need 
to constrain them to be positive (e.g. by using 
lognormal distribution) or does simulx take care of 
this? 

Simulx does not know if a covariate should be positive 
or not. So, in case of positive covariates it is more 
convenient to use lognormal distributions. 

Could simulx consider the correlation between 
covariates (continuous vs continuous and binary vs 
binary)? 

Not if you define the covariate distribution in the 
interface, but you can always load an external table 
that you created yourself as a csv with correlations 
between covariates. 

Is it possible in treatment to give the first dose iv and 
the rest orally? 

Yes, you can define one treatment element as IV, and 
another treatment element as oral (based on the 
administration id from your dataset and then in the 
model). And in the simulation scenario builder you 
can combine different treatment elements together. 

How to simulate noncompliance? There is an option in the treatment element window, 
where you can define the probability to miss a dose. 

Is it possible to use simulx with time-to-event models? Yes, you can simulate survival (time-to-event) data. In 
the Demo (inside the interface), there is an example. 

Can oral contraceptive simulation be done with a 
repeat option or should external sources be more 
appropriate? 

Repeat option works, defining a regular treatment for 
3 weeks and cycles every month for instance 

How does it get that the dosing will be on Monday, 
Tue, and Wednesday, and not for example Tue, 
Wwed, Thurs? 

Simulx does not know about week days. You decide if 
time=0 is Monday or Wednesday for you. 

Will you add the possibility of comparing the 
simulations in Simulx 2020 with observed data from 
an external dataset, as it was the case in previous 
version of mlxplore ? 

Yes, this is planned for the next version, in the 
Exploration tab. 

Isn't interdose interval based on hours, not days? 
should we put 24 instead of 1? 

It depends on the units of your parameters, which 
themselve depend on the units of the Monolix data 
set. In the warfarin projects they are in hours, in the 
examples shown on the slides for the "repeat" option, 
we have assumed time units in days. 

When scaling dose by covariate, are the used 
covariates from Monolix or can you add new 
covariates and use those to generate dose amount? 

Both options are possible. To use new covariates, you 
need to create a new covariate element. This can be 
done by defining a distribution and giving an external 
file for instance. 

In the example for scale total amount, the intercept=0. 
When do we assign a value for intercept when we 
want to scale the total amount of treatment by 
covariate? 

For example if you want to have a decreasing 
relationship with dose decreasing with age. But it is 
rather a rare situation, indeed. 

Once I get my results+plots (for example a PK profile 
from a simple PK model ), is it possible via a 
threshold or any other tool, to estimate the time when 
the concentration goes under a fixed value? 

Not yet via endpoint and outcomes. But you can 
define the time until the threshold is crossed via a 
variable in the model, similarly to the Cmax 
calculation: https://monolix.lixoft.com/faq/how-to-
compute-auc-using-in-monolix-and-mlxtran/ 

https://monolix.lixoft.com/faq/how-to-compute-auc-using-in-monolix-and-mlxtran/
https://monolix.lixoft.com/faq/how-to-compute-auc-using-in-monolix-and-mlxtran/
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Is it possible to change the dose based on the result 
of the pd variable, In other words perform pd model 
biomarker based dose adaptation. 

You can use lixoftConnectors 
https://simulx.lixoft.com/simulx-api/ 
and write an R-script with dose adaptation. 

Is it possible to add observed data to the final 
simulation plot for a retrospective analysis ? 

Observed data will be added to the exploration tab in 
the next version. 

Can you give an example how we can load from 
literature a pop pk model with published parameters 
(with variability) and then simulate from there. 

Look at this webinar, how to build a simulation from 
scratch (providing a model and parameters): 
https://simulx.lixoft.com/case-studies/ 

So the purpose of using the developed model for 
simulations is to get a bigger picture for the 
population? 

The purpose is to simulate new situations that differ 
from the original data: e.g. new dosing regimen, new 
populations. 

How to modify the y axis to include values not 
displayed on the y axis of the plot, for example to 
have a y-axis with the values from 0 to 1 when 
representing a Kaplan-Meier curve? 

You cannot modify the axis limits in the interface, but 
you can export the chart data from the menu, to replot 
it in a different program with customized axis. Axis 
limits will be added in the next release. 

Can simulx consider the time varying covariate? Yes, but they need to be indicated as regressors, as 
in Monolix. 

If you would like to simulate to obtain the 
concentrations of each patient included in the PK 
model performed in Monolix at time points that were 
not sampled in the PK study, then we should use in 
parameters mlx_EBE and in treatments? What do we 
define? Because it would be the treatment (dose, 
infusion rate, etc) for each individual 

You can define an output element via an external file 
with a column id and with the times of interest for 
each subject. You can use the mlx_EBEs for 
parameters and mlx_Adm1 for the treatment. 

Does common mlx_Pop for both NoLoading and 
WithLoading mean that the simulated virtual 
participants will be shared by the 2 treatment groups?  
or they will be simulated from the common mlx_Pop 
distribution, but would randomly be different from one 
group to the next? 

If you enable same individuals among groups (tick the 
box above the simulation groups), they will be the 
same participants. If you disable it, they will be 
different populations. In any case, individuals are 
sampled from the distribution defined by mlx_Pop. We 
just released a feature of the week video about this 
https://youtu.be/Pjmzf5kmekY 

So "same individuals among groups" could be 
interpreted as a cross-over design? 

Yes, in a way. But it does not consider a A-B arm and 
B-A arm. 

What is the difference between single simulation and 
replicates? 

Replicates allow to run a simulation several times, 
each time with different individuals. It is useful to 
assess the power of a clinical trial for instance. 

How do I link each treatment (infusion rate, dose) to 
each patient? 

In this case, you need to use external tables, with a 
column id. In the Shared column in the simulation tab, 
there is an option "shared ids". It is explained in this 
webpage: 
https://simulx.lixoft.com/simulation/simulation-
scenario/ 

Why do you display median concentration in the 
simulix application instead of mean or geometric 
mean? 

Median is a typical way of presenting the 
concentration plots 

When we have a time-to-event outcome, what 
information appears in the results in the outputs tab ? 

Individual parameters, and values of the survival 
curve. Look at the demo 7.1 in Simulx-Gui 

Can we seed the random number generator manually 
or is it always set at the same initial conditions? 

You can set the seed in the Settings --> Project 
Settings 

You derived marginal distributions of each covariate. 
How about the correlation between these covariates? 

You can not generate correlated covariates in the 
interface. You need to do it in a separate file and then 

https://simulx.lixoft.com/simulx-api/
https://simulx.lixoft.com/case-studies/
https://youtu.be/Pjmzf5kmekY
https://simulx.lixoft.com/simulation/simulation-scenario/
https://simulx.lixoft.com/simulation/simulation-scenario/
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load it as an external in simulx 

How do we choose the odd ratio value? Is it always 
1? 

1 is a default value. It depends on your endpoints. 
You can look for some examples here: 
https://simulx.lixoft.com/simulation/outcomes-and-
endpoints/ 

For a parallel group design, we would need to 
uncheck the “same individuals among groups” option, 
no? 

Yes, look at the latest Feature of the week video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pjmzf5kmekY 

When defining a new treatment, is there a difference 
between a "regular" definition and a "manual" 
definition using the repeat option ? 

With regular methods you can easily define a multi 
dose regimen, while in the manual you need to set 
each dose separately. Then, the repeat option is the 
same. 

For the outcomes & endpoints, in the future I hope 
you'll have a way to compare likelihood ratios and not 
just p-values and odds ratios.  It's a better measure of 
statistical evidence. 

Which likelihood do you have in mind? Typically 
likelihood is to assess the model performance (and for 
instance it is possible to select likelihood ratio and p-
values in the Automatic model building in Monolix). 

Does RsSimulx's R package handle overlapping 
occasions? 

Yes, overlapping occasions are handled in the 
Simulx- Gui and in the RsSimulx package. 

Is it equivalent to replicate e.g 10 clinical trials with 
100 individuals and replicate 100 clinical trials with 10 
individuals ? 

The total number of individuals simulated is the same, 
but in the first case we calculate 10 endpoints on 100 
individuals each, while in the second case, it is the 
opposite. 

What sort of mean do you suggest to follow for study? 
Geometric or arithmetic mean? 

It depends on how you think your data is distributed. If 
it follows a normal distribution, then arithmetic mean 
makes more sense. 

With the same example, if I want to use daily AUC for 
the drug effect, how would I make the change? 

You can add AUC computation in the model with the 
"Additional lines" feature: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCdGbscupyU 

Can such simulations be done in NONMEM? Nonmem does not have all the flexibility, results/plots 
and post-processing as Simulx. 

Does the number of replicates have to be equal to the 
number of sampled population parameters? 

No, it does not have to be equal. If it is larger, then 
the population parameters will be resampled, and you 
can choose a sampling option: keep order, with or 
without replacement (in the right top corner of the 
simulation scenario builder) 

Does it make sense to build those models for 
generics? 

Yes, you can look at this example of a drug with two 
formulations: https://youtu.be/pcUcbQ1xFeA 

What do you mean by flat dose? It is a dose with the same value for all individuals , 
contrary to a covariate based dose with the amount 
calculated based on, for example, weight. 

Do you have any examples of how to use Simulx with 
R for outputs of plots using ggplot2? Thanks! 

The R package RsSimulx provides the function 
prctilemlx() to generate ggplot objects from a Simulx 
run. You can also get all simulated values as 
data.frame using the lixoftConnectors 
getSimulationResults() and then pass this data.frame 
to ggplot2. Check https://simulx.lixoft.com/simulx-api/ 
and https://simulx.lixoft.com/rssimulx/ 

In the exploration, is it possible to compare multiple 
scenarios to the reference at the same time? 

Yes, in the treatment block on the left, you can define 
several "exploration groups" corresponding to multiple 
scenarios. However it is not possible to compare 
other situations such as different measurement time 

https://simulx.lixoft.com/simulation/outcomes-and-endpoints/
https://simulx.lixoft.com/simulation/outcomes-and-endpoints/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pjmzf5kmekY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCdGbscupyU
https://youtu.be/pcUcbQ1xFeA
https://simulx.lixoft.com/simulx-api/
https://simulx.lixoft.com/rssimulx/
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grids. 

Will the "sampling method" also affect the sampling 
from individual covariates? 

Yes, it affects the sampling from all "table" elements 
which have an "id" column. 

Can we simulate a cross over study in simulx? You can define different groups and use "same ids in 
groups". Alternatively, it is also possible to define 
occasions and create two simulation group: one 
receiving treatment A for occasion 1 and treatment B 
for occasion, and the second group receiving the 
opposite. 

Are the pop parameter samples generated from a 
joint distribution or are they unrelated to each other? 

When using the simpopmlx function of the RsSimulx 
package, we sample from the joint distribution 
(variance-covariance matrix). 

What does Q4W mean? Once every 4 weeks 

Do you need to create this covariate (patients with 
disease from an external table) to see this simulation? 
Without it looked very different. 

It is necessary to select a covariate element to set 
values for the covariates used in the model. The 
choice of element depends on the goal of your 
simulation: which population you want to simulate, for 
example here we want to simulate patients with the 
disease. The result of the simulation is different 
because of the difference in covariates. 

Why is the percentintarget calculated only at time 
t=168? 

It is a choice. When you start to do replicates, it is 
important to output only the necessary information in 
order to avoid very large output files. It is also more 
convenient to define an outcome and endpoint. 

I am getting slightly different values for the percent 
true and total true. Is that reasonable? 

The seed is fixed to ensure reproducibility but any 
slight difference in the setup can lead to different 
results. In addition, in the 2020 version, the name of 
the covariate element has an impact on the random 
number generator (this will be corrected in the 2021 
version). 
So if you have exactly the same simulation setup and 
same element names, you should get exactly the 
same results. 

Is that population simulation, which counted how 
many patients achieved the target, similar to 
performing a monte carlo simulation to achieve 
probability target attainment using the same 
population model? 

Yes, it is a monte carlo simulation using the 
population model to generate individual parameters. 

Has this receptor occupancy PK-PD model for RA 
drug been published? If yes, would you mind sharing 
the reference? 

The model for PK and total soluble receptor has not 
been published. The model for DAS28 is inspired 

from "Exposure‐response modeling of tocilizumab in 
rheumatoid arthritis using continuous composite 
measures and their individual components” from 
Bastida et al. 

When using replicates and samples from the pop 
parameter distribution (uncertainty), will the pop 
parameters be selected by random chance or in 
order? 

The lines of the external file provided for the 
“population parameter” element will be used in order 
when simulating replicates (irrespective of the 
“sampling” option, which applies only to tables with 
column “id”). 

Can you reference the publication that put the margin 
at 6 in the hypothesis? 

We have used the value indicated on clinicaltrial.gov 
for the study: NCT02638259 Comparative Efficacy 
and Safety Study of GP2015 and Enbrel® in Patients 
With Rheumatoid Arthritis (EQUIRA) 
The goal of these hands-on is to practice Simulx. We 
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do not guarantee that all choices are the most 
relevant ones, as we are not experts of RA. 

How did you conclude 120 subjects are required? 
(because in the graphs, there is  boxplot for n=100, 
n=200, but not for 120) 

We are simulating the clinical trial with N individuals 
many times (number of replicates) and count how 
many replicates conclude to non-inferiority. This is the 
power of the study. We then try different number N of 
individuals per arm. We have run many different 
values of N via a R script. It is also possible to do it in 
the GUI (just try different values of "group size" and 
record the power of the study) but it is more 
cumbersome. 

 

Time-to-event 

 

Does Monolix support joint models of survival / 
longitudinal data? 

Yes, any joint model of continuous and non-
continuous data is supported. 

Does Monolix support a semi-parametric approach for 
TTE? 

No, only parametric models are possible. Note that it 
is possible to implement a proportional hazard model 
and calculate hazard ratios (see here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ChymTGMaMY&
ab_channel=Lixoft), but it still requires to define a 
hazard function. 

Can we use TTE to model data with multiple levels of 
observation. For example to model toxicological 
observations displayed as scores like 1, 2, 3, and 4? 

Yes, it is possible to define a model with time-to-event 
and severity of the event. Please send an email to the 
springschool and we will send you an example. 

Can we use TTE models also to look at adverse 
events? See after how long subjects get ulcers for 
example? 

Yes! 

How does Monolix estimate a random effect in TTE 
models in situations where we only have one 
observation per individual? Is this described 
somewhere in the documentation? Thanks 

Although it is usual to remove random effects in TTE 
models, interestingly, it is possible to estimate IIV on 
hazard parameters (especially Te) even when there is 
only one event per individual. In this case the SAEM 
algorithm works in the same way as always (see 
https://youtu.be/3DfgPWWuvk4). When there are 
significant covariates, we often see that the omegas 
are estimated positive  before the inclusion of 
covariates and converge to zero once the covariates 
have been included. The advantage of keeping first a 
random effect is that we have results from the 
statistical tests to identify covariate effects. 

When inter-individual variability on Te is present in the 
model, is it used for the calculation of the VPC?  

Yes, when Te has IIV in the model, it is taken into 
account to generate the VPC. 

 

Inter-occasion variability 

 

If a covariate does not vary from occasion to 
occasion, can that covariate be introduced on the ID 
level? 

Yes, it will appear in the GUI at the ID level. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ChymTGMaMY&ab_channel=Lixoft
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ChymTGMaMY&ab_channel=Lixoft
https://youtu.be/3DfgPWWuvk4
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When referring to ETA OCC, shouldn't it be called 
KAPPA? 

We have chosen the names in Monolix to be easily 
understandable. Other softwares made different 
choices. 

What does Monolix estimate, as a pop param,  omega 
or omega^2? 

Monolix estimates values of omega (which are 
presented in the results tables) 

Why is it only possible to add covariate diet to the 
inter-occasion variability but not to IIV? 

Covariates can be associated to a parameter if and 
only if their level of variability is coherent with the level 
of variability of the parameter. 

Is it expected to obtain a distribution with shoulders 
when considering IIV and IOV? Is there any 
"deleterious" consequence to this? 

It depends on the precise model. Usually bimodal 
distribution is rather the consequence of categorical 
covariates identifying very different populations, not 
IIV+IOV. No deleterious consequences. 

Can you estimate the relative bioavailability in a 
crossover study by simply using IOV on ka? 

No, because variability on the bioavailability impacts 
V and Cl. The best is to explicitly include a 
bioavailability parameter F in the model and IIV on it. 

In this case, you have fixed the F (with using an 
apparent V) and by adding an IOV component to the 
model you could decompose a part of variability and 
attribute it to F. However, as we saw you obtained 
values for F > 1 (ex: 1.06) is that plausible from a 
pharmacological point of view ? 

It is a matter of how to interpret F. Here it is the 
"relative bioavailability": the individual bioavailability 
relative to the "typical bioavailability" set as 1, but the 
real bioavailability is unknown. 

Is there a way to limit F to avoid values larger than 1? It is possible to change the distribution of a parameter 
to logitnormal distribution and set the lower and upper 
limit, however here it would have no sense because F 
is the relative bioavailability. 

In this case, instead of IOV, can the covariate "diet" 
be used? 

As "diet "varies from occasion to occasion, it can only 
be added when IOV is included, or on a parameter 
that has no variability at all (no IIV and no IOV). 

If occasions happen at different times, one can set 
DIET as time-dependent regressor, then perhaps a 
model with IOV can be avoided? 

Indeed, this is also an option. But you "lose" all the 
convenient information on covariates such as the 
statistical tests. 

How does it work in Simulx when there is IOV? When the model to simulate contains inter-occasion 
variability or covariates that vary at the occasion level, 
a single element Occasions should be defined. Like 
for the model, and contrary to the other simulation 
elements, it is not possible to define several occasion 
elements to choose from for the simulation. You can 
read more here: 
https://simulx.lixoft.com/definition/occasions/ 

I have a question about occasions. I have a dataset 

with 5 occasions according to which I want to stratify 

my VPCs. However, monolix only proposes a 

stratification on 3 occasions which seem to be 

combinations of the 5 initials. Do you know why? 

Monolix does not use the integers in the OCC column 

in data, but the occasion ranks for each id. So if each id 

has at most 3 different occasions, only 3 occasions will 

appear in the plots. You can duplicate your occasion 

column and tag the second as categorical covariate, in 

order to stratify your VPC. 

 

Other 

 

Can we export the model code and vpc/plots code, 
e.g. for regulatory reporting/submission purpose? 

For submission purpose, you need to send the 
.mlxtran file, dataset and .txt model file if you use a 

https://simulx.lixoft.com/definition/occasions/
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model not included in the Monolix library. Look at this 
FOW video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdBaUtjbQn4 
It is not possible to export VPC generation code.  

Once monolix is installed, how can I access the 
Datxplore and Sycomore applications? 

All applications are installed at the same time. You 
should find all of them in the start menu. 

Are there some specific Notifications (e.g. Errors, 
warnings) that I should be worried about after I have 
loaded data or made a run? 

You should always worry about errors because they 
prevent you from going forward in the modeling 
process. Warnings after loading data should always 
be checked to make sure the data is interpreted as 
you want. It does not mean that the data has to be 
changed, it is only an information on the way it is 
interpreted. For warnings after a run, always worry 
about SAEM not converging properly. For the rest of 
the tasks, worry about the warning if you are finalizing 
the part of your model related to the task (when 
drawing conclusions about RSE, make sure the 
Fisher task does not show a warning). 

Will you organize a webinar for the launch of the 2021 
suite, to show the new features? 

Yes, there will be for sure a "What's new in 2021 
version" webinar. 

After the deadline, will the resolution of the challenge  
be available? 

Yes, we will publish the solution of the challenge in a 
video or a webinar. 

Can one have a list of publications in reputed journals 
that use monolix and others of your softwares? 

There are so many publications using MonolixSuite 
that it would be impossible to list! For a sample list 
you can e.g. type Monolix in PubMed search. 

For the challenge: only models with linearization 
method toggled on will be considered? 

BICc using a linearization method will be used to 
compare the models. This method is faster, but in 
your Monolix project you can have results for both 
methods: linearized and stochastic. For your model 
development you can use the importance sampling, 
but remember to include in the final model the results 
with the linearized method. 

After the training, who can help while running our 
data/project in case one comes across 
troubleshooting? 

If you pay for the licence, then we provide full 
technical support. 
Support is not included in the free academic licence, 
but most of typical questions/problems are explained 
in the Feature of the week videos and in the online 
documentation. 

How does Monolix compare to gastroplus? The usage is not the same. Monolix is more 

appropriate for population models, while Gastroplus 

provides more mechanistic models for averaged data. 

Does Lixoft plan to develop an API for Matlab similar to 

the one for R. No 

I am interested in interactions studies: drug-drug, drug-

food and toxicokinetics. Can this software be applicable 

in these areas? 

Yes you can use Monolix to compare different 

conditions such as food, co-medications, etc. 

Is Monolix inferior to NONMEM, and if so, why? Monolix has faster and more performant algorithms 

than nonmem and a far superior user-friendly interface. 

Nonmem is only slightly more flexible for a few 

advanced options such as custom error model or 

custom objective function. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdBaUtjbQn4
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?term=monolix

